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President’s Report

At the time of writing this report in early September, the SAOF has yet to hear from SRSA whether or
not a grant will be awarded for the 2018/19 year.  This should serve as a warning sign to us.  As will
be clear from this report and previous years’ reports we have used the SRSA grants productively and
are reliant on them.

In order for us to continue funding new maps, keeping our EMIT system in good working order,
providing coaching opportunities for our high-performance athletes or providing expansion and
development opportunities we may well need to find alternative sources of funding!

Despite another decline in club membership numbers, a more holistic view that includes event
participation as well as exposure through development and marketing activities demonstrates the
orienteering in South Africa remains vibrant and energetic.

The 4th edition of the Big Five Orienteering event that took place in Limpopo over the New Year
period proves, once again what the South African orienteering community is capable of. Not only is
this event of the highest standard, but it is true that our local club and championship events are of a
high calibre. The recent excellent performances at WOC of two of our young athletes proves what
we are capable of as a community. This is something to be proud of.

This report will make clear that we continue to introduce the sport to many new people, children
and teachers. Levels of participation in some sort of orienteering activity are on the increase. The
challenge, as ever, is in trying to find ways for more of these people to become regular orienteers
and to join a club.

Garry Morrison
President SAOF
September 2018
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Membership & Participation
Although the number of club members has reduced in the year under review, overall activity in
terms of participation has increased. The two active schools leagues as well as the various
development activities is exposing ever-higher numbers of people to the sport.

The challenge remains to find effective ways to convert these activity levels into club membership.

Club membership numbers over the past nine years.

The good gender balance and distribution of club membership demonstrates that
orienteering is a sport for all.  This remains one of the strengths of orienteering.

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

SENIOR MEN 154 149 157 149 166 163 128 137 113

SENIOR WOMEN 114 114 96 103 118 104 102 106 93

JUNIOR WOMEN 50 51 44 50 48 31 44 41 31
TOTAL 374 372 341 351 395 357 324 342 278

PDI MEMBERSHIP 10 5 11 18 54 33 40 56 38

3% 1% 3% 5% 14% 9% 12% 16% 14%

CLUBS 6 6 8 8 8 9 8 6 6

56JUNIOR MEN 58 44 49 4159 50 5863
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The participation levels over the past year look particularly good due to the very good turn out at the
Big Five event. This year we have included schools league participation to give a better overall view
of participation levels.

The schools participation levels represented here tries to look at the number
of unique participants.  The total number of runs by learners at schools
league events is just over 1700.
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Activities & Achievements

Strategy 2016-2020
The current 5-year strategy of the SAOF is summarised below as a means to remind us all of our
goals for this period and our approach to achieve them.

Vision: To make Orienteering a vibrant, national sport accessible to all South Africans

Mission: Development  Growth  Excellence

These statements encapsulate the intent of our strategy.  They reflect the belief that in order to
grow the sport, development and roll-out of education pathways are required to reduce the
inherent barriers to entry.  Our mission also recognises that excellence, which includes being
internationally competitive at the highest level, will not be possible without the foundation of
development and growth of the participation base of our sport in all communities within South
Africa.

Based on our experience over the preceding five years we believe that the correct approach to grow
the sport in new areas is comprised of three steps.  These steps apply equally to clubs wishing to
grow their membership base.  The three steps are:

Expose lots of new people to the sport

We need to continue to provide opportunities to make more people aware of our sport. The more
people we can introduce to Orienteering, the greater the chance we have of finding those people
who will become truly passionate about the sport.

Identify people who show passion

Out of all the people that we expose to the sport we need find ways to identify those people who
will become truly passionate about the sport. These are the people that “pull” for more. They are
proactive in seeking more help and more information. We have learned that putting effort and
resources into people who do not “pull” is invariably wasted.

Provide support

Once we have found these people who are passionate about orienteering, we need to provide
support in whatever form it is needed. This could be in the form of education opportunities,
provision of materials, participation opportunities, recognition of their efforts, etc.

2020 Goals

 10000 Runs annually at Orienteering Events
 750 SAOF members
 Active Member clubs in 6 Provinces
 A single event with more than 500 Participants
 Year-on-year improvement in participants mirroring SA

demographics
 Year-on-year improvement in club membership

mirroring SA demographics
 First Woman A-final qualification.  Men regularly qualifying for A-finals (JWOC or WOC)
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LTPD and the SA Coach Framework
The South African Coach Framework (SACF) is a unified coaching
pathway with consistent standards for all sports in South Africa.
The Coaching Association of South Africa (CASA) is the
professional body for coaches in South Africa. A unified coach
development pathway is undoubtedly beneficial as it should
provide for common qualification modules, leaving the sport-
specific content up to the national sports bodies. However, it is
difficult to see the benefit of a professional body for coaching
for smaller sports like orienteering.  We believe that any
legislation permitting only licensed coaches to practise as coaches in South Africa will impact
negatively on small sports.

While numerous introductory orienteering courses were presented under the development portfolio
during the past year, no higher-level qualification courses were presented.

The SAOF believes that is once again time to look at hosting a level 2 coaching course in the near
future.

Strategic Maps
The SAOF strategic maps project seeks to fund multiple purpose maps.  Funded maps should initially
be used for a national-level event. Suitable maps can then be used for various other events,
including high-performance training camps, provincial champs, development activities and club
events.

The investment in such maps is substantial.  It is thus important they can be used many times and
for multiple purposes. It is important to recognise that this strategy does replace mapping
undertaken by and funded by clubs. In fact the SAOF relies on the Member clubs to keep the funded
maps up-to-date.

An overview of the maps funded by the SAOF over the past five years is contained in the table
below.
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EMIT System
An evaluation of the current EMIT system was done. Two aspects were considered.  The first was
whether to persist with the EMIT system or transition to the SI system. The second assessment was
the rate of supplementing the EMIT system given the anticipated requirements of the December
2019 Big Five event as well as the warranty on the battery life for the runner tags and the control
blocks.

A comparison between the EMIT and the SI system was done based on the cost of replacing the
current SAOF system.  We also took into consideration the different warranties on offer.  This
comparison is summarised in Table 1 below.  Not only is the SI system more expensive, but the
warranty on the control bricks is significantly shorter. There are also additional administrative
requirements that the SI system imposes on the event organiser.  As an example, the internal clocks
of the SI control bricks drift with time, which means that the control units must be synchronised

Year Produced Map Location Mapper(s) First Event Event Date Subsequent Uses

Eikenhof Kobus Coetzee SA Champs Sep-13 WCOC 2014
Hawequas Bryan Teahan (NZ) SA Champs Sep-13 WCOC 2015
Oak Valley Kobus Coetzee SA Sprint Champs Apr-13

Rockery Nicholas Mulder Big Five O Dec-13 Big Five O 2015
Battery Creek David Peel (UK) National HP Camp
Pear Orchard 2016, 2017, 2018
Elandshoogte Ian Bratt Club Events

Big Red Barn
Centurion,

Gauteng
Cobus van Zyl GOC Champs Jun-14 Club Events

Hilton College Hilton, KZN
Paul Wimberley
Nico van Hoepen

SA Champs Sep-14 GOC Champs 2015

UWC Cape Town Bruce Meier SA Sprint Champs Apr-15
SA Sprint Champs
2015

Ngodwana David Peel (UK) Big Five O Dec-15 Club Events
Pear Orchard Ext Nicholas Mulder National HP Camp
Nooitgedacht
East 2017, 2018
Nooitgedacht
West

B'Sorah Nicholas Mulder SA Champs Sep-16 GOC Champs 2017
Club Events

Iron Crown Viktor Dobretzov Big Five O Dec-17 SA Champs 2018
Paardevlei Nicholas Mulder
Turfloop Nature
Reserve
WoodbushUniversity of
Limpopo David Peel (UK) Club Event 2018

Maretlwane
Magaliesberg,

NW
Pat de Klerk SA Champs Sep-17 GOC Champs 2018

2x Bushveld TBD Big Five O Dec-19
2x Forest
1x Sprint

Kaapsehoop,
Mpumalanga

Western Cape

Kaapsehoop,
Mpumalanga

Hartbeespoort,
NW

Haenertsburg,
Limpopo

Graskop / Sabie
area,

Mpumalanga

2016

2017

2018

2015

2014

2013
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before each event. For these reasons the SAOF believes that it is most sensible to continue using the
EMIT system in South Africa.

Table 1: Comparison of the cost to purchase a new EMIT or SI timing system to match the size of the
SAOF’s current EMIT system.

An assessment of the requirement to supplement the SAOF’s EMIT system is summarised in Table 2.
It is important to keep track of the warranty period of the EMIT control bricks and runners’ tags to
ensure the system is maintained in good working order.

Table 2: SAOF stock of EMIT control bricks and runner tags.  Expected replenishment rate over the next three years based
on a 5 year warranty on the runner tags and an 8 year warranty on the control bricks.

Administration
The role of the Administration portfolio is to ensure that the SAOF is run as an efficient and effective
organisation. The SAOF is a registered non-profit organisation (NPO) with the Department of Social
Development. To maintain our NPO status we are required to submit various reports to the
department on an annual basis.

In addition, our grant from the Department of Sport and Recreation (SRSA), requires us to send
progress reports on a quarterly basis.

Numbers EMIT warranty SI warranty

Control Bricks 200 143 898R 5 years 277 400R 2 years

Control Tags 300 167 059R 5 years 205 860R 5 years

Total R 310 957 R 483 260

2011 Jan-12 2013 Feb-14 Mar-15 Aug-16 Oct-18 Jun-19 Jun-20
R 67 066 R 69 292 R 109 661 R 65 843 R 63 261 R 101 200 R 111 320 R 0

Gauteng 100 25 25 50 50 0
Cape 92 0
Total < 5 years 100 100 125 150 242 142 192 217 192
Total < 8 years 100 100 125 150 242 242 192 242 217

Gauteng 120 50 100 50 0
Cape 150 50 50 0
Total < 5 years 120 120 270 270 370 350 450 300

Purchase Dates**

Control Bricks

Runner Tags
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Insurance
All Member clubs are reminded that it is legally compulsory to carry Event Liability Insurance for all
official events.  It is thus important for all official events to be on the SAOF calendar. This insurance
is also required by various forest land-owners especially to cover for the risk of fire.

The SAOF Administration is continually exploring other options for this insurance with the aim to
ensure that we obtain the best cover possible at a competitive premium.

Finance & Funding
Although we have benefitted from decent grants from SRSA in recent years, the delay in any formal
communication from SRSA on the status of the current grant serves to remind us that being overly
reliant on this funding source is a major risk to the SAOF. It would be wise to seek alternative
sources of income especially for expensive items such as map making and electronic timing
equipment.

SRSA
The SRSA grant period runs from 1 April to 31
March of the following year. We have submitted
our 2018/19 grant application on the assumption
of being allocated a similar amount to the previous
year, i.e a grant of R400 000.  However, we have
not yet received any notification from SRSA and have not yet received an SLA (service level
agreement) for the 2018/19 grant.  In the interim SRSA has already required us to submit a Q1
(April to end June) report on this grant period!  In effect this means that the SAOF (and other
sporting bodies) must self-fund the projects and hope that the SRSA grant will be forthcoming.

The biggest projects funded by the SRSA grants are the Expansion Plan, Map production and
Electronic timing equipment.  These projects are critical to the sustainability of our sport.  As
well as benefiting all active participants these projects help us to provide access opportunities
to rural communities.

Own Funds
The SAOF uses its own funds to support the various projects covered by the SRSA grant as well
as elements of the projects not covered by government funding.  During the period between
the start of the SRSA grant period and receipt of the grant payment, the SAOF uses its own
funds to ensure the continuation of our various projects.  We must continue to be mindful of
the need to maintain a healthy balance of our own funds so that we do not experience cash
flow problems while waiting for the SRSA grant payment.

Development
Our approach to development focuses on three pillars:  education, exposure to opportunities and
access to facilities.  We typically introduce the sport to schools and communities through an
introductory workshop.  We have found that sustainability is only possible where we are able to find
a core group of people to lead projects.  For these groups we provide further support to help them
in their efforts.
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This year we have worked with a very enthusiastic group in the Northern Cape and we initiated
activities in Knysna.

Teacher an Pupil Workshops
A summary of the various Development Activities carried out in the 2017/18 reporting year is
presented in the table below. These activities include activities funded by the SAOF and activities
run by O-Ventures.

It is worth noting that a number of these opportunities have arisen by referrals or as follow-ups on
previous activities. It should be noted that many of these opportunities would not have been
feasible without our VP Development and VP Marketing being available during weekdays.  This is
also true of our Limpopo Development officer.

SA Schools Mapping Project
Richard Lund has continued to successfully map a large number of new schools. This year for the
first time both Northern Cape and Knysna schools have been included in the programme.

Access to Participation Opportunities
Part of our Development strategy is to provide opportunities for participants from rural areas to
attend championship and Big Five events.  These events are both inspirational and aspirational.
During the past reporting period, the SAOF supported at total of 47 athletes from POC to attend
either the 2017 SA championships, the 2018 Gauteng championships or the 2017 Big Five O event.

World Orienteering Day
Polokwane Orienteering Club initiated a number of activities during the
week around World Orienteering Day and there were a few small events
in Johannesburg and Cape Town.  Unfortunately the week falls during a
very busy time for schools.

It has been difficult to find teachers who are prepared to become involved
with hosting such activities on their own. Next year we are hoping to be
able to make better use of the marketing opportunity. We aim to
encourage Primary schools throughout the country that have been

April 2018 Mapping Workshop Springbok 1 4

Aug, Sept
2017,April, June
2018

Teacher / Facilitator
Workshop

Springbok, B'Sorah, Molepo, Cape
Town, St. Albans, Grace Trinity

9 54

Aug, Sept 2017,
April, June, July,
Aug 2018

Pupil Workshops

Cape Town, Shoshanguve, Springbok,
Walter Sisulu Bot Gardens, Beaulieu
College, French School, St. Stithians,
Knysna

17 2857

Nov 2017, Aug 2018 Event Knysna, Johannesburg 2 137

EVENT DATES EVENT TYPE LOCATION NUMBER PARTICIPANT
NUMBERS
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exposed to Orienteering to become involved in Orienteering activities during the World Orienteering
Day week.

Limpopo
The Polokwane Orienteering Club under the leadership of Ephraim Chuene continues to go from
strength to strength. Ephraim is ably supported by his team of keen assistants continues to actively
market orienteering with the goal of it becoming one of the bigger sports in Limpopo. POC has
regular contact with the Education Department and Ephraim has been interviewed a number of
times on the local radio station Thobela FM.

In September 2017 the SAOF hosted a teacher training workshop for teachers in the Lebopo Circuit.
This was followed up by two further teacher workshops at the beginning of 2018.  This culminated in
POC running the first schools orienteering league in April 2018 in the Lebopo Circuit.

The POC team gain some invaluable experience at the Big Five event, helping out at the first event at
Turfloop nature reserve and then hosting their own successful event on the New Year’s “rest day”.

Four POC athletes were selected into the SAOF’s Development squad.  In addition to be supported to
attend championship events, these athletes participated in the annual national training camp.

In early August, Ephraim organised an orienteering workshop for the Professional Educators Union
(PEU). POC hopes that this will inspire these teachers to help grow orienteering further in the
province.

Schools Leagues
This year the Gauteng OSL continued to grow with a total of
416 pupils competing in at least one event. Groups of athletes
from 15 different schools participated as well as individuals
from another two schools and a small group of Home
schoolers. The Final was held at the Johannesburg Zoo for the
first time and there were a total of 7 events during the season.

Polokwane Orienteering Club launched their own OSL with 2 teacher workshops and 3 interschool
events at the beginning of 2018. The league attracted 8 schools and up to 130 participants. We look
forward to the growth of their OSL.  In the future we aim to support their top athletes to travel to
Gauteng to participate in the Gauteng OSL Final.

Marketing
A number of marketing activities have been push hard over the past year.

Orienteering Newsletter
A lot of effort has been put into creating an effective newsletter for orienteers and other interested
people. Twenty-five newsletters have been sent out over the year – more sporadically lately. The
purpose of the newsletter is to:

 Market upcoming events
 Update subscribers with major events such as WOC and JWOC
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The number of subscribers has grown over the last year from 365 to 580, an increase in 60%. This is
due to:

 Subscribers signing on themselves: 44 mainly from website pop-up forms
 Admin additions: 27
 Addition of new attendees’ names from events – 152. These were events are organised by

Member clubs and by O-Ventures
 There have been few unsubscribes from the newsletter.  The database also automatically

cleans out invalid email addresses. A major problem has been that MWeb hosted addresses
(e.g. iafrica, wol, mweb, icon etc) frequently reject Mailchimp newsletters and have been
cleaned from the list.

The open rate of the newsletters has been very good at about 30%. Analysis reveals that almost all
newsletters that are opened are done so in the first six hours. The letters are resent the following
day to subscribers that did not open the initial newsletter.  The open rate for re-send is still very
high.

Facebook
A lot more effort has been put into the SAOF Facebook page, with our VP’s Marketing, Development
and our Administrator all adding relevant posts. These posts are primarily posts with photos and
videos and details on the upcoming events. The effectiveness of various activities on Facebook is
being constantly monitored and our actions are being updated as a result.

The number of likes for the SAOF page has increase from 360 to 590 over the past year.

Major Events

Big Five O
The fourth instalment of the Big Five O event took place in the Limpopo
area. The location of the event was strongly influenced by the
promising development which continues in Limpopo. A large foreign
contingent participated with a strong elite field. The quality of the maps
and events was once again very high, showing that South Africa can host
world class events. Five new maps were made. The areas will be used
for the 2018 SA Champs and hopefully for many years to come.

SA Champs
The proposed schedule for the hosts of coming SA orienteering championships is below. PenOC will
be added to the schedule when the club feels they are able to host a national event once again. The
SAOF would like to see the re-use of maps for future championships as the making of new maps
each year is an expensive exercise. The revised provisional schedule for the coming years is:

Year Club
2018 ROC
2019 RACO
2020 ROC
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The SAOF will also seek to encourage one of the established clubs to partner with POC to host either
a joint provincial championships or national championships in the coming years.

With respect to the SA Sprint championships the intention is that the current approach will continue.
That is, the hosts of either the Western Cape or Gauteng Provincial championships will incorporate
the SA Sprint championships into their event.  The SAOF will continue to facilitate the negotiation
between the possible candidates on an annual basis.

WREs
The IOF’s new WRE fee structure has replaced the flat fee of EUR 250 per event.  The fee for the
smallest orienteering nations is now EUR 1 per entrant with a minimum fee of EUR40 and a
maximum of EUR 200 per event.

The SAOF’s position on WRE’s remains unchanged.  At present the only event for which WRE status
is beneficial is the Big Five event.

High Performance

Athlete’s License
The SAOF has paid for three athletes’ licenses for 2018.  At this point the SAOF has decided to cover
the athlete license fee of our younger, senior, international athletes.  A more comprehensive
eligibility policy is still required.

The Athlete license is for athletes participating in World Cup and senior World championship events.
The athlete license costs EUR30 and the athlete is required to sign an anti-doping agreement.

Foot O
An annual highlight - the national squad training camp - was held in the Kaapsehoop area of
Mpumalanga. Seventeen athletes from the SAOF Youth, Junior and Development squads attended.
Once again this camp was only possible thanks to the planning of our national coach, Tania
Wimberley, and the support of four qualified coaches.  The Rockery and Nooitgedacht maps were
used, both of which were partially funded under the SAOF’s strategic mapping initiative. These high
quality maps have been used extensively over the past few years to the benefit of our national
squads and clubs and are a prime example of the benefit the SAOF hopes to reap from our strategic
mapping project.

The Swedish Youth Camp which took place in April was a huge success. Ten enthusiastic young
orienteers gained vital exposure to international terrain and competition. Tania Wimberley made
the trip possible with help from Paul Wimberley, Nick Barrable (UK) and Carl Holmes.

South Africa sent teams to both the Junior and Senior World Championships. Three athletes
attended JWOC in Hungary. Nicholas Mulder accompanied the team with assistance from Timothy
Chambers. Christie Courtnage, currently living overseas, had some phenomenal performances in her
last JWOC. She then went on to represent South Africa at WOC alongside Timothy Chambers. Both
athletes received invitations to participate in the IOF WOC clinic in Latvia. As first time WOC
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participants their results were outstanding. The most notable
performance of the week saw Tim missing qualification for
the sprint final by just 4 seconds.

Tania Wimberley will be stepping down as national coach
and head of the selection committee. The SAOF would like to
thank her for her invaluable contribution to High
Performance Orienteering over the past few years.

Christie Courtnage on her way to
some best-ever results for a South
African woman at WOC.


